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Feedback on curriculum has been taken from students, teachers, and alumni. It is analyzed by 

the feedback committee and the feedback is discussed in the common meetings. The feedback 

is used for the development of college as well as for curriculum. 

After taking feedback from students, teachers, and alumni certain points were discussed and 

solutions were provided for them. 

Feedback/ Particular Action Taken 
  

Requested for recorded lectures.  

 

During the pandemic, the college has conducted 

online lectures on ZOOM platform.  As Students 

requested for recorded lectures, we have instructed 

all teachers to record online lecture & upload it on 

MOODLE site  

Requested to change paper pattern & give them 

exam preparation leave.  

As we know, the Pandemic period is the toughest 

one for everyone. Students attending lectures 

virtually. It’s very difficult for them to face exams 

in a regular examination pattern. So, considering 

request from many students & after discussing 

with Board of examination we have decided to 

change the examination pattern. 

A library book should be given to us for two weeks 

except one. The books given by the librarian should 

be for more days so that students can read it 

thoroughly. 

Although 15 days return period given to all 

students, we have communicated librarian to give 

grace period to needy students 

Suggested to increase store of general knowledge, 

current affairs, competitive examination books in 

library. 

The library is well equipped with all types of 

books. We have asked and communicated librarian 

to increase stock of current affairs, competitive 

examination books 

There should also be the classes on Bussiness & 

investment. It will help in financial stability. 

Most of the departments have collaborated with 

good institutions and industries for various 

academic and research activities.  

Some of them have even signed MoUs with the 

college.  

As students showing interest, we have planned to 

start certificate course on Business & Investment. 

Action Taken Report: Student 



Students requested to invite different companies for 

campus placement. Mock interviews, test should be 

taken. 

Training & placement cell organized training 

programme to develop communication skills and 

soft skills of students. Tests were conducted 

depending on the nature of the job and domain of 

the recruiting companies. Also planned to invite 

many reputed companies for campus placement. 

Requested to talk about different career options 

related to the subject & ask to motivate the student 

for the competitive examinations. 

 

Competitive Exam Cell has been constituted to 

take care of Advanced Learners preparing for 

competitive exams like CSIR-NET, IIT JAM.  

Many students got benefited and qualified the 

exams.  

 

 

Feedback/ Particular Action Taken 
Review/ updating of the syllabus should be 

aligned with recent trends and needs to maintain 

the relevance and effectiveness of education. 

Each Department has the Board of Studies 

(BoS). BOS meeting twice a year. Feedback 

Suggestions from all faculties Considered to 

strengthen curriculum. Inputs forwarded to the 

committee for taken for revision of syllabus.  

Syllabus is very bulky. To cover / teach properly 

in given time (theory period) is difficult. 

As students also suggested to dilute bulkiness 

of syllabus. We have asked all BOS Chairman 

to remove repeated & irrelevant contents from 

curriculum. 

Focus on knowledge, skills enhancement, and 

student friendly type of educational system not on 

theory lectures 

Most of the departments have collaborated 

with good institutions and industries for 

various academic and research activities.  

Some of them have even signed MoUs with the 

college.  

 

Need to work to add more applied content as per 

the demand of the time. 

The institution is satisfied with the teachers’ 

response in this parameter and encourages 

them to keep updating themselves in their 

respective disciplines by participating in FDPs, 

Seminars, Workshops. 

 

 

 

Action Taken Report: Teacher 


